Your bed is now ready for use.
Thank you again for choosing quality
New Zealand made Product. Enjoy!

BED ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS
INSTALL IN

9Steps!
Simple

Thank you for investing in a
Coastwood slat bed.
We are sure your bed will give
you many hours of quality rest.

72 Arney Street, Greymouth 7801
T: 0800 369 963 F: 0800 689 919
E: sales@coastwoodfurniture.co.nz
www.coastwoodfurniture.co.nz

BEFORE YOU START:
Please check you have all components 1
1
2
1
1
4

Step

5

The first time assembling, fitting may be tight so place block of wood
flat on the side rail then hit down or simply stand on
side rail with soft soled shoes and Jiggle.(see figure 6)

Head end
Foot end
Side rails
Centre rail (not included in Single or King Single beds)
Slat frame (2 pieces for Double, Queen, King or Super king)
25mm Pozi drive screws

You are now ready to assemble the bed in 9 easy steps.
We recommend this is done
by two people.
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Take the head end and stand it
upright against something solid

Figure. 1
Take one side rail and attach to head end as shown in figure 2.
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*Please make sure that top of rail is facing up as shown in figure 3
*Please note cleat at inside of side rail and slat spacer at top.
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Figure. 2

Figure. 3
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Move foot end into position and attach side rail as per head end
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Figure. 6

Figure. 7

Insert Pozi drive screw through the hole on both brackets, on side
rails and bed. This is your locking screw which holds the side rails
firmly in place. (Figure 7)
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Make sure the lugs on the side rail brackets are sitting right down
to the bottom of the slots in the bracket on head and foot ends.

Fit the centre
rail. Make sure
this is sitting
right down in
the slots on the
brackets.

Figure. 8

Figure. 9

Figure. 10

Figure. 11

Step

Unwrap the slats
& lay them in your
frame with the joining
cleats on the slats facing
down. The slats should be
sitting on the side rail cleats
and the centre rail.
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Step

Now attach the other side rail following instructions in step 2 & 3.
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Now lay your mattress on the top and fit sheets etc.

